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Starting paragraph words

Andrew File System, which hosts this address, is completing the service by 1 January 2021. Learn more about the retirement process, managing existing files, and alternative services on the Andrew File System retirement information page. Discard How you begin a paragraph will determine the quality of your essay. Therefore, you need to be careful when
choosing a word to run a paragraph. Using transition words to run a paragraph will make your text more interesting. These transitional phrases will tell the reader that you know what you are doing. Using the right keywords and phrases to run a new paragraph will link it to what you said in the previous paragraphs. These phrases and words are called signposts.
The reason is that they inform the reader when one point comes to an end and the beginning of the next. Words or phrases also indicate the relationship between different points. So, how to start a paragraph? When you carefully use transitional words to run a passage correctly, they will guide teachers or examiners through your essay. In addition, these
statements reinforce the impression of a breezy, coherent and logical work. Here are some tips to help you learn how to start an essay. Transition words to run paragraph transition words encourage the reader to establish the relationships that exist between your ideas, especially when changing ideas. It is recommended that you change the transition words
that you use in text. Take the time and think about the best transitional words to help you navigate through the ideas you want to put across. The most important thing is to help your readers understand the point you're making. It is pointless for students to produce academic papers that do not flow well. For example, you need different transitional words to run
a paragraph of conclusion from what you use in body paragraphs and introduction. Take the time and make sure all your dots flow well within the text of the academic essay. Sentence themes You need to start with a theme sentence on ideas start ever paragraph. This gives you an exclusive opportunity to present what you will discuss in the passage. The
words you use in essay theme sentences should tell the reader the ideas you will share in that passage. Remember that each paragraph should carry a specific theme and this should be reflected in the sentences of the topic. You can use a transition phrase or word to raise a theme sentence. This will tell the reader that you are now switching to a new idea.
The Way You Organize Your Work organization can also help encourage paragraph transitions. As you plan side ideas to include in your body paragraphs, you must specify the orders to use to show them. Think about the best ways in which ideas in each passage will build each other. You need to know if there's a logical order. you have to follow. Try to
reassess your ideas until you get to the right order to present them. Transitional words to run a body paragraph are very different from introductions and conclusions. Relationships In addition to how you write an academic essay, you can also improve the way you reel through passages by discussing the relationships that exist between your ideas. For
example, as you finish the first side paragraph, you can discuss how the idea will lead to the following body paragraphs. Help the person reading your essay understand why you commissioned your ideas the way you did. What is the relationship between the first and second paragraphs of the body? Don't let your readers guess what you're thinking or trying to
communicate. Readers should also know how your ideas relate from using words correctly to run a paragraph (see picture below). Examples of transitional phrases and words to initiate paragraph transitions show how passages of your academic essay are built from each other and work together. When you don't use these transitional words or phrases in your
essay, it can end with a disturbing feeling. Readers can start to struggle as they try to follow your thought train. For this reason, you need to use paragraph transitions in all your essays. You need to make sure you choose the right words to run the paragraph. In this section, we will look like some examples of the beginning of sentences. You'll find that you
choose the right transition words to run a body paragraph depending on what you're communicating. You may need transition words to show contrast, add to an idea, show cause, or even add an accent. What's more, if you're stuck with your paper and can't find the motivation to write, soundly using words to run a paragraph can be your solution! So here is a
list of transitional words that can help you in each category. You can use them as tips to get the right words to run a sentence and bring great phrases to readers. Transitional words and phrases that show contrast otherwise instead, and relatively, however, vice versa still on the other side, compared to the other, albeit by contrast, although differ from others,
although other than comparative except outside transitional words and phrases to add to the idea further, for example, again and moreover, combined with further similar, as well as in works another thing that corresponds in fact , while the second reason is identical. wise transitional words and phrases that show the cause accordingly in particular individually
as a result otherwise usually because generally speaking consequently unquestionably mainly due to this situation For this reason undoubtedly or without doubt for this purpose obviously therefore, of course, otherwise common transitional words and phrases that add emphasis as usual as a rule above all admittedly Especially mostly safe Remember that you
do not have to use the above transition words to run a new paragraph all the time. You may find that each new paragraph becomes repetitive and distracts you from a key component in critical analysis of your academic work. Summarize the key parts or passages of your essay in the paragraph introduction. You must also re-enlarge them in your paragraph of
conclusion. Students who have this knowledge will not struggle with the beginning or how to finish the essay. You can also be sure that you will please those who read your work. The most important thing is to choose good transitional words for your essay. These tips will help you choose the best words to run a paragraph in an essay. Virginia has been a
university English instructor for more than 20 years. She specializes in helping people write essays faster and easier. How to improve the vocabulary of your word about the transition of an essay or phrase that depicts the relationship between ideas. It is usually used at the beginning of a sentence. Improve your writing today! Can you improve your writing
quickly and easily? Absolutely! For more than 20 years, I have taught these counsels to students and seen their writing improve dramatically. Why? Using transitional words helps you resist the habit of using a simple structure of the subject's sentence and verb. Transitions connect your ideas more efficiently and create a more nuanced meaning. Finally,
transitions make your writing sound more professional and less like spoken language. Improving your essay: Choosing the perfect wordsHow to use sentence starter lists The most important advice for quickly improving writing is to follow one rule:Start each sentence in a paragraph with another word. how to? Here's my step-by-step guide:Use a transition list
as you write: Think about how the sentences in your paragraph relate to each other. Do you compare and contradict two ideas? Use the transition words Show contrast below. Do you write about the steps in the process? Then use the transition words Add to the idea below. When writing about something that happened, use the Sequence/Time transitions I
provided. Using a transition list while revising: Sometimes it's easier not to worry about those words until the final stage of the draft, especially if you're a writer at the beginning. How do you do that? Use the following tips: Walk through the first draft and circle the first word in each sentence. If you use the same word to run a sentence twice in a paragraph, you
must select a different transition word and say the sentence again. Choosing the right WordHow can you select the right word for each sentence? What makes using transitions improve your writing is that it forces you to explain the links between your ideas. Ask yourself: What does the sentence say before this one? How does this sentence relate to this
sentence? Scan the list for the transition that looks best suited. You can also use these questions to help: Does this add information? Use: moreover, furthermore, additionally, not only... but also, or some other pass-up transition. Is the sentence the opposite or contradictions? Usage: however, on the other hand, by contrast, though, the reverse or some other
contrasting transition. Are you writing something that's going on in order? Use: the following, then, actually, similar, or a word of time such as first, second, third and finally. Does this sentence add evidence? Usage: for example, therefore, for this reason, or another append transition. Does the sentence underscore the idea? To use: obviously, especially, as a
rule, especially, or some other emphasizing transition. Does the sentence begin your conclusion: Use: finally, in conclusion, in sum, obviously, or some other concluding transition. Tips to remember 1. Use a variety of transitional words, not the same.2. Put a comma after the transitional word.3. Place the theme of the sentence after a comma. Choosing the
right word to start, end, and Transition ThemesTransition Word ListWords to display contrasting words to add ideawords that display reasons that add Accenthoweveradditionally accordingly althoughmoreoveras resultsbove all conversefurthermorebecauseas a roulette contrastas and as is consequently common instead visible toassuredly in comparison,
nevertheless this reason nevertheless for this is pointless, while with it, therefore, considering it, butkorrespondingly otherwisegranded on the one hand ... on the other handfor examplesincegenerally speaking on the opposite supplement, so that most of the exceptindeed subsequently in this situationoutside of actually therefore no doubt
(undoubtedly)quiteidentic thereuponobviouslyilllikely that is why of coursebesidesagainthus whereforeparticularlydifferent fromwhereasfollowing thissingularlyeven althoughlikewiseas you can seeunquestionlyotherwiseone another thingfor all these reasonssually2. Use a variety of words when giving examplesUse any of these alternatives to add clarity and
diversity to your writing. especially because one thing (in particular)special)specialchiphame illustration taggedlythis can be seen infor/as exampleillustrated with/bynamelysuch asfor instancein this caseincludingin factEasy Ways to Improve Your Essay3. Use different words to order events and sequence timeUse a wide variety of words to show how ideas are
chronologically linked.first... Other... Third... currently with this in mindin turngenerally ... Furthermore... finally during nowlater that first place... Same to you... eventually earlier immediately in the meantime be sure ... in addition... eventuallyventually in the meantime next time... just the same way... Finally, for now, it's just... Similarly... as well as the first of all
the following steps simultaneouslyfterwardto start with the conclusion soon first in the first place in time4. Use interesting words when compressingUse a wide range of words to sum up the point you are Making. after allin of any event in other words, the axox balance all in the allin brief in the shortthat is (that is)all that is considered in the conclusion in short of
the essence in the summary that it is said differently and in the final analysis from now on the whole in the long run summarized in any caseoverall namely finallastlyonce and for allconclusivelyat endExamples use transition wordsSadd 1Seal transition words :Mobile phones have changed our family communication for the worse. Parents complain that their
teens spend too much time on their phones. Teenagers are annoyed that they cannot attract the attention of their parents, who always work or shop on mobile phones. We need to make some changes. Adding transition words:Generally speaking, cellphones have changed our family communication for the worse. Obviously, parents complain that their teens
spend too much time on their phones. Moreover, teenagers are annoyed that they cannot attract the attention of their parents, who always work or shop on mobile phones. Mindlessly, we need to make some changes. Example 2 Now the transition wordLiz went to the store to get groceries. She ran into roommate Joy in the production section. They argued
about whether they were blueberry-free and what they should buy for dinner. Joy insisted she was better at choosing a ripe avocado. Liz retorted that Joy couldn't make guacamole properly and that she was tired of Mexican food every night. They argued for five minutes. Joy's phone rang. Their friend Mark invited them to his house for dinner. Listening, Liz
smiled and nodded. Joy laughed and said, We're on our way! With transitional words Our work, Liz went to the grocery store to get groceries. In the production section, she ran into roommate Joy. First of all, they argued over whether they were blueberries-free, and the second thing they should buy for dinner. Then Joy insisted that she was better at choosing
ripe avocados. At the same time, Liz countered that Joy doesn't know how to make guacamole properly and that she's sick of Mexican food every night. After that, they argued for five minutes. Finally, Joy's phone rang. Luckily, their friend Mark invited them to his house for dinner. Listening, Liz smiled and nodded. Consequently, Joy laughed and told him:
We're on our way! Improving writing over time Just following my tips for adding transition words to an essay can often make your essay much better and will probably improve your grade. Inevitably, as soon as I tell my classes about this technique their writing improves dramatically. Better yet, the more you use transition words in an audit, the more you start
adding that technique to your writing during the first draft. Why does that help? It starts training you to think about how your ideas relate to each other and helps you write essays that are deeper, more connected and If this technique was useful to you, or if you have another technique for starting a sentence, add your comments below to help other writers.
Q&amp;A Ask: What other words can I use instead of me when writing an essay? Answer: If you write in the first person, you can not avoid using I all the time. However, a good strategy is to avoid putting me at the beginning of each sentence. Use the Simple Words to use list as sentence starters before I can help you make sentences seem more varied. You
can also use phrases like: As a person with an educational background, I feel that... Having experience in the military, I understand... With five kids in elementary school, my experience allowed me to... Personally, the story the author told seemed irrelevant to the discussion... For me, the experiences in this article are a valid argument about... Considering the
question carefully, this author considers the most important thing... This writer thinks that people who were born in California are more likely to... In my opinion, the facts are enough to prove... While they can be a bit unpleasant, you can also use phrases like: this writer. People like me who were born in California, or in my opinion to indicate yourself. Question:
What other way would it be to say, I believe that...? Answer: Here are some ideas: I'm breaking... Without a doubt, I accept a concept that... Honestly, I agree with... It... Question: What is a good way to start a sentence? Answer: There are many good ways to start a sentence. A typical way to start a sentence in English is with a theme. However, this can
become monotonous and therefore I suggest that you try to use some of these beginnings of sentences, or ing words (called gerunds) or other types of phrases that come before the subject. Question: What are the other words to use instead of using me all the time? Answer: If you write in the first person, you can not avoid using me. However, if you follow the
easy five tips, I give to write a better sentence: ... you will be able to hide the fact that you use the me a lot by not starting each sentence with a personal pronoun. Question: What is the best way to start a story? Answer: Start your story with a vivid illustration, story, question, or personal example. Question: I keep using this to start a sentence, as I will say this
disorder has caused... or this corruption was later created.... Is there a way that I can use another word, or transition to get rid of repetition? Answer: Avoiding this is a great way to improve your writing. You can definitely use any of these sentence beginnings to help you. With the beginning of a sentence, you may still use this, but it won't stand out as repetitive.
In addition, you may want to think about other ways to find a point or merge two ideas together into one Sent. Look at the following: Inevitably, this disruption caused a problem in society as corruption began to be seen at all levels. Bribes were expected by all public officials. Therefore, the disorder... Moreover, the problem began... Furthermore, without any
way to stop it, the officers in charge began to...... this system of corruption. Question: Are you a real person? Answer: Yes, I'm a real English instructor. I worked for over 20 years at a major private university in the United States. My biography and picture are on my profile page. I personally answer all comments and questions that have substance and would be
useful for more than one person. Everything about VirginiaLynne was written by me, and most of the writing articles were developed from teaching materials I wrote for my classes. Question: How can I begin a passage? Answer: There are several ways to answer this question, so I will try to cover all possible information on this topic. 1. The beginning of a
sentence are excellent words that you can use as the first word in a paragraph because it will help you connect the ideas of each passage together. For example, if the essay is about the reasons that Indian food is so delicious, these possible first sentences of the body could be done: 1. First of all, Indian food is wonderful because it uses so many spices... 2.
Furthermore, the wonderful taste of Indian food comes from the preparation of... 3. Ultimately, the taste of Indian food comes from the variety of ingredients and creativity of chefs... 2. There are many correct ways to run a paragraph, but in standard English it is typical to start each paragraph (except the first paragraph in the essay) with a theme sentence. The
theme of sentences speaks the main idea of the passage. The rest of the paragraph will explain the theme sentence and provide examples and reasons for security instiate that claim. In the first paragraph of the essay, you will generally give examples first, and then put the sentence thesis at the end of the paragraph. The thesis of sentences is the main idea
of the whole essay. 3. Finally, in the event that the question is really about the formation of a passage, it is important to know that each passage in English is inhaled, and begins with a capital letter (as well as all the first words in the English sentence). Question: What other words can I use instead of during? Answer: 1. all through two. everywhere3. far and
near4. total5. fully6. in each part7. on all accounts8. From start to finishQuestion: What is a good way to start an informative essay? Answer: Informative essays are sometimes called expositor essays or explaining essays, and a good way to start is to ask questions or give a story about what you're about to explain. I have more dating ideas and complete
instructions on how to write an informative essay here: What other words can I use besides Other words I can replace before are:1. First of all. Three years ago. Earlier4. In anticipation of five. Before 6. Before that7. Eight years old. Up to this point9. So far10. Currently 11.Formerly12. ahead12. Before asking: Can I start a body paragraph using the term one of
the main / main problems is this ...? Answer: Body paragraphs are designed to prove your thesis. Each passage in the body of the essay should be a reason for the reader to agree with your these. There is no wrong phrase to use in the body, but each initial sentence (especially for writers learning to do essays) often speaks to the subject of that passage's
sentence. Therefore, it is certainly possible to use this phrase if by pointing to a problem you explain the reason for your thesis. Question: What are some ideas for a transitional word when introducing a new topic into an essay? Answer: The new theme will either add, compare, or conclude a thesis, and so you would use a transitional word that best explains
how this new idea will explain the thesis. In fact, this is the power to use transitional words because you can point out to the reader how the information you will explain will change the idea of the thesis. Here are some examples categorized by type (or you can see the full list above in simple words):D add reasons or information: furthermore, in addition,
additionally. Contrast: however, on the other hand, despite, though. In conclusion: in sum, therefore, finally, in conclusion. Question: Can I start a sentence with an I? You can start a sentence with and be right. However, this can make your writing more effective if you try to avoid and use one of the other additional binding companies listed in my article. Why? It
is easy and sounds similar to our typical speech, but when you spend time thinking about which other starter sentences it fits, you often get a more nuanced meaning in your sentence. And it tends to connect the two ideas equally, but it doesn't always show the relationship between these ideas. Consider the following example that uses two midfield
coordinations and but to start sentences: Anna went skiing on a steep slope in Whistler yesterday that I warned her not to try. And she made it down the hill just fine. But then she slipped on the ice at the bottom of the track and twisted her ankle so much that she can't ski today. Now look at the rewrite that uses the beginning of the sentence: Anna went skiing
today on a steep track in Whistler that I warned her not to try. Moreover, she managed to get down the hill just fine; However, when she got to the bottom, she slipped on the ice and twisted her ankle so much that she can't ski today. And, but, or so are all conjunctions that merge two sentences together or explain the relationship between items in the list. Many



people are taught not to use them at the beginning of a sentence, but the truth is that many of us use them all the time when speeches, and the Chicago Style Manual suggests that up to 10% of written sentences start with one of the coordination lines. Coordination conjunctions also include more, or threads and are often remembered by the term FANBOYS
(for, and, threads, but, or, yet, so). Final answer? It is not improper or wrong to use coordination joints to initiate a sentence, but it may not be the most effective technique and is often overused by less experienced writers. In addition, since many people are taught, this is incorrect, others can judge your use and to start a sentence with poor writing and
incorrect grammar. So I try to tell my students not to use coordination to run sentences if they can avoid it. Question: How do you find a new idea instead of using it first? Answer: While the second, third, and fourth are the correct terms to use, you would use the first, not the first. Other possible words are: In truth Let's start withU reality The first reason to start
withQuestion: What other words can I use instead of that in essays? Answer: It is a pronoun used to identify a particular thing or person, so, alternatively, you can: 1. use the name of a thing or person 2. use a description of a thing or person 3. use the pronoun: he, she, it is 4. use an alternative name for that thing or person However, I would not worry too
much about overuse of any particular word because the best way to avoid repeating sentences is to use these simple sentence beginnings and combine your short sentences. Check out my article on writing effective sentences: What can be used instead of most? Answer: Magnies enlarged In most casesAlquently all lion's shareThe largest figure: What are
the better ways to say the beginning of a new dawn? Answer: Phrases like the beginning of a new dawn are clichés that end up making your writing stale and outdated. To replace a cliché, you need to think about what that phrase actually means or why you use it in a sentence. Without a full sentence, it's hard to guess because many times these types of
phrases are kind of sentence-clearing throats. However, here are some initial phrases that might work better:1. A new phase began when... 2. The improvement in the situation began when... 3. Finally, the situation turned when... Question: How do I begin to explain the quote? Answer: You need to tell who said the quote, the title of the book, or article where
you found the quote, and then what it means. Next, you would say that this quote helps your own point of argument. Here's an example: U Would you like your mother to know? John Jeffers points out that too many people forget that nothing on the internet is really private, and he continues to give excellent advice on how people can judge whether they should
post something or not. Jeffers' advice clear I do... (continue explaining how this helps your argument). For more information on how to use quotes in your writing, see my article What can I put instead and as the beginning of a sentence? Answer: See a list of related words for substitutes for and at the beginning of a sentence. For example: additionally,
moreover, in addition, furthermore. Within a sentence, it usually doesn't have to be a substitute for and if you associate two or more ideas. You can't use too much and. However, if your teacher complains about it, it probably signals that you are writing oversimplified sentences. So you need to use these sentence starters to help you and view my article on 5
simple ways to write better sentences. Question: What other way would you say, Have you ever heard? Answer: You may have heard the phrase... Neither the debtor nor the lender is something we have all heard. Question: What is another way to start a sentence other than as you read, you will find? Answer: Here are some alternatives to help you talk about
what's in the text:In the article, this indicates... The essay shows... The author reveals... Ultimately, the main point of the article is... Furthermore, the second paragraph suggests... Furthermore, the author claims... For more authoring tags to link your analysis to what's in the article, you can see my Hub What words can I use to run a paragraph? Can we start
the passage with transitional words? Answer: Transition words make an excellent first word in a paragraph because they help you explain how that passage is related to ideas in the previous paragraph. Question: What are the other words I can use instead of Another Moment? Answer: In general, another moment is not a phrase I can imagine would be used
very often in writing and it is ok to use the phrase from time to time. Here are some alternatives: Next for a while After a short interval that has passed in the meantime from time to time Sometimes in another timeQuestion: What word can I use instead of today to start an essay? Answer: In this period in historyThe greatest of us know how to think In general In
the present moment of the Inquiry: How can I motivate the reader in the first sentence of an open letter? Answer: I often advise students to use the question as an opening statement because it helps the reader think about the topic. Another good way to motivate the reader of the letter is to present them with stunning statistics, dramatic stories or interesting
facts. Sometimes the beginning of a sentence can be helpful in make your sentence more interesting. Here are some of the openings of patterns with sentences: Have you ever wondered what would happen if...? Did you know that 59% of all African Americans believe...? You may not believe it, but the truth is that... Suddenly, without warning from Nothing
can prepare you for... On the one hand, we all know... But, on the other hand, none of us are doing anything about it. Question: What is a good way to run a paragraph when comparing two characters? Answer: Start by describing two characters and contrasting them. Question: Can you finish the sentence with that is? Answer: I don't think that phrase would be
an effective end to a sentence unless you used it in a conversation. Question: Are there different types of essays? Answer: There are many different types of essays about which I have written articles, including: Argument Expository Response Explaining the cause and description of the effect Visual image summary, Analysis and definition of the solution to the
problem of the research position of the answer You can find many sample topics about these types of essays on my website. You can also find step-by-step instructions on how to write these essays. Question: What other words can I use instead of So? Answer: ThereforeConsequentlyIn conclusionAs a resultQuestion: What are the other ways to start an
essay? Answer: Good ways to start an essay are to use: real stories from news or stories about history from your own life or someone you know (personal story)fiction story, T.V., or a film example of a typical situation that illustrates a problem or situation where you talk about a conversation between two people about a problem (real or fictional)facts that
everyone knows about the situationstatistics about the situation. one of the above. For example, I often suggest that students begin with a personal example of the situation to attract the attention of readers and then provide statistics to show the extent of the problem. With any of these examples, you can still use the beginning of a sentence in this article to
make your sentences pop up. Question: Does an essay have to have a bibliography? Answer: If the essay uses sources, it should include a bibliography listing the works listed in the essay. Question: What are some words to use besides the? Answer: The is the only definitive article we have in English and there is no real substitute for pronouncing lawn, dog
or man. We use the when there's only one possible thing to talk about, and the audience knows exactly what that would be. In general, you really can't overuse the word the. However, your question probably refers to the problem of your sentences that sound too simple and general. To get rid of this problem, you can replace a clearer and more concrete
description of the thing you are referring to, rather than a simple ...... Here are some samples: The man could be John (his name), our dentist (our relationship with him), this man I met on the subway (description of the situation), this rather thin and elderly man (a description of his appearance). Question: What are the other sentences to start with, that's why?
Answer: What describe that the transition is the cause. Here are some options: Therefore, as a result... Because of this... Then... At the expense of the reason the XX happened, it caused XX One thing that resulted was... One thing that caused this situation was... Question: Can I begin a sentence using the word My? Example: My hoarding of unnecessary
things is invented by control. Answer: My answer must be yes! As long as you use mine as possessive something that works. In my example, my answer uses my name and describes whose answer it is. In your example, mine is used with an expression that describes the action of amassing unnecessary things that are the subject of a sentence. Question:
Instead of saying at the beginning of a sentence, I believe what could I say? Answer: You can add many other sentence beginnings ahead of I Believe to make a change. You can also say: After reading the conclusion, I thought... In the end, I'm convinced... The writer's argument is inconclusive on some counts.... What seems authentic to me in this piece is...
Here are some alternatives I believe, although instructors want the first person I to stay out of the essay. If that's the case, you can say, In conclusion, there seems to be... The meaning the reader takes from this is... The writer's intention seems to be... Ultimately, the reader was left with a feeling... Question: What sentence should I use when writing a
compelling essay? Answer: The beginning of a sentence is especially important in compelling writing because they amplify your language and place the reader according to what you think is most important. Any of these beginnings the sentence will work, but compelling writing sometimes focuses on more common or emotionally charged language, avoiding
words that sound more academic. Here are some examples, indeed, you can see that... In fact, the result of this policy's inauded ea do2 is... Conversely, we know that... Without a doubt, the answer is... Less convincing (unless you're attractive to academic audiences) would be: So we believe that... Accordingly, the answer is... For that reason, we decided to
say... Question: What other words can I use instead of me? Answer: If you write in the first person, you really can't get away from using me, but you can put these starter sentences in front of me so it doesn't pop up on the reader. In fact, I usually introduce sentence beginnings to my class when we do a personal essay. I let them notice how many times they
start a sentence in a personal essay with me and then they get besoded by all these sentences. Then I have to scan them for a list of words and put one or more in front of me sentences. The second trick is to take a sentence and reverse it so that I'm not the first word. Here's an example: I wanted to explain how to use the beginning of a sentence and so I
used many sentences of me in this answer. Rewriting: Because I wanted to explain Sentence starters work, I used many I sentences in this answer. Come back and see what I did to eliminate me! Question: What would be another way to say it in the middle of a story...? Answer: Here are some other ways to talk about the middle of the story:At the height of the
actionFor the endFor the climax of after establishing the beginning of the situation In the picture continues the middle of the storyHalfway through, the story continues withU meanwhileQuestion: What is a good sentence to end the introductory paragraph with? Answer: Finish getting acquainted with the topic question. The thesis will be the answer to this
question and can be put after the question or as the beginning of the next paragraph. Here is information about writing sentences from my article: With what words can I start an essay? Answer: All words can be used to run an essay and there are actually no specific words or phrases that work best. In general, I tell students to start the first draft of the essay
by setting a timer and just write down everything they think or know about the subject of paper. It doesn't have to be full sentences. You can only write down words or phrases. After writing for about 5-10 minutes, stop and reread what you have. If you haven't decided on a thesis yet, this is a good time to choose one. The next step is the answer to this
question, which gives the answer to your work (the main thesis of the statement). From there, you can decide on your introduction, body and conclusion. I have many different articles on how to write different types of essays. You can google the type of essay you write with my name and this website and you can find a full set of instructions. Question: How can
I write my introduction to an essay when comparing two texts? Answer: Your introduction should explain the main point of your essay and what you think are the main differences and/or similarities in the two texts. You can start with a description or a short story from each of the two that shows this comparison. Question: I always start sentences with the, can
you help me stop, please? Answer: The is not an incorrect word to run a sentence, but you never want to use the same word over and over again because it makes your sentences sound repetitive rather than professional. If you use the one more than once, it probably means that you're always writing sentences that start with the theme. To fix this, you can
change sentences to put the subject first, add one of these transition sentence beginnings, or simply reformat a sentence. For examples and information about writing different types of sentences, see my article on 5 simple tips for writing better sentences in English ... Question: What other words can I use instead of Mine when writing an essay? Answer: My
word is possessive pronoun who doesn't really have a replacement. Pen not the same as my pen or his pen, and you would like to use mine if it is important to note that the pen belongs to you. It could be written, the pen that belongs to me was stolen instead of my pen was stolen, but it's a pretty clumsy and archaic term. It is probably better to use mine when
you need it to indicate that it belongs to you and work on varying sentences using my methods in my 5 simple tips for writing better sentences: Is there a better formulation for I Am? Answer: You can replace am with a more active verb that describes what you are saying. You can also add an adverb (a word that ends in ly describing the verb). The final way to
change the choice of words is to add some of these sentence beginnings. Here are some examples: I'm hiking... I prefer... Enjoy... I often say... Sometimes I put it off... Occasionally I refuse... What's more, I feel that... Besides, I don't care about... However, I never liked... Convincingly, I represent a person who... Question: If I had to just evaluate myself in my
speech, how would I begin? Answer: I would like to start with a story that would show both your good and bad points. For example, the time you spent all day preparing for a friend's birthday only to find you got the wrong day. Then you could say what it reveals about you. I can say this example: This shows that I am a thoughtful person, but not always very
careful about details. Question: What are the other ways to run a sentence instead of I will explain? Answer: I will explain the way a person can speak when talking to someone, but it is never appropriate in an essay because I will explain it is actually the answer to the question someone asks you and in the essay, you are the only one talking. What really works
better is just finding a question and then giving an answer without talking directly to the audience. Here are some other phrases you might want to use:1. There are three reasons for this problem and they are easy to explain. The first reason is... 2. Clearly, the answer may be simple, but it requires some explanation.3 Without a doubt, the best explanation is
really that... Question: How many sentences should be in a five-paragraph essay? Answer: In general, if you're only trying to write a minimum, you'd expect to write five sentences for each paragraph. So, 25 sentences in a 5-paragraph essay would be the least you should do. Question: What sentence can starter use instead of the? Answer: Any of the words
on these lists would work. You should also think about different ways to deal with your topic. For example, if your subject is a school, you might also say: 1. Actual school name. 2. Description of the site. 3. Some part of the school (our class, hallway). 4. Synonym: this educational institution, our place of learning. 5. School name with adjective or possessive:
our friendly school, this terrible school, exciting school. Question: I'm stuck writing the first sentence that often determines whether the reader wants to continue or not. How to write an effective hook Answer: Using one of these beginnings of sentences is a good way to write a more interesting sentence for your hook. It also helps to start with an example or
story that will involve your reader in your work. Questions can be a good opening sentence or a vivid description or startling facts. Never start with something as boring as in all of human history... For example, if you write about poverty n start, you can start with some start-up facts or a story. Here are some samples of the first sentences on the subject: Did you
know that in America about 41% of children lived on the brink of poverty in 2016? Getting ready for school Monday morning, John Jefferson hoped the school breakfast would be good since he had been at nothing but crackers since friday's school lunch. CommentsVirginia Kearney (author) from the United States 02 September 2020:Hi Elisa, I did not write a
phone voicemail in the narrative, but my instinct is not to write it within the narrative to make it smoother. Here's my example: Glancing on screen, I saw voicemail and my stomach tightened in anxiety. Did I miss the call? Dialing like it took forever. That's when I heard his voice: Hello Chris, we hope... Elisa Fisher from Texas on September 1, 2020, :P my first
book. I'm writing it as a first-person story. Do you know how I would write a phone voicemail? This is an example of how I have it so far. Phone. VoicemailChrisHello Chris, we hope to see you at tonight's game. I'm saying. Virginia Kearney (author) from united States 07 August 2020:Hi Weird Girl! That's an interesting question. Basically, the end of a sentence
wouldn't be where most people would try to add diversity. However, there are different types of sentences that you can write, and using a mixture of such sentences is definitely a way to make your writing better (and they would provide different ends). My best article on this would be Writing effective sentences. You find him Googling my name, Owl and that
title. Strange Girl 06 August 2020:I Does the beginning of a sentence end? Megan 14 July 2020: Thank you so much that you really helped me finish my story for school hw! xRaz on July 10, 2020: Hi thank you so muchVirginia Kearney (author) from United States on June 22, 2020:Hi Anggi -- I haven't published this in book form, but I've been thinking about it
and publishing it on Amazon. You motivate me to think about it more! Anggi Paramita 22 June 2020:O Your article helps me with my research work in college. But how can I get this book? I need a book to start a sentence for my research. Thank youVirginia Kearney (author) from the United States on 20 June 2020.:D I'm sorry this one's useful to you,
Kenneth. As of today, this article has been viewed more than 2,500,000 times! I hope he does. We have better writing. I'm so glad it's useful to people! Kenneth Therkildsen 20 June 2020:O it's a great article. I know someone for whom this would be perfect. Getting too repetitive in our use of language can be off-putting to our readers.oulida mzaidif on June
10, 2020: it's a great article, keep it working. Thanks for this amazing post on June 09, 2020:Thanks for this amazing postGeorge Xu from the Philippines 25 May 2020: Great article to help me write essays! good job! Cool Kid 30 April 2020:Thank you YouMatt Barrow 29 April 2020:Thank you! This is incredibly useful to me! I always have trouble writing essays
because I use clichéd phrases I don't like. Or I don't even know how to start and structure myself. I write a lot of essays in college and I want them to be good and quality. Ben Dover 16 April 2020: This helpedVirginia Kearney (author) from the United States on 09 April 2020:Hi Jessie! You can use a variety of words to show the reasons or examples for your
position:One exampleNational reasonOn the third explanationProve, Second, ThirdlyFurthermore, important pointMoreover, the most appealing reasonJessie on April 08, 2020:How can I start an essay for examples of three things w/o being repetitive or use the word thingsVirginia Kearney (author) from the United States on March 15, 2020:Bok Landyn, good
for you that you realized that a business letter should be in a more professional tone and that I and the very repetitive and make your sentences seem less professional. In fact, all the words on these lists can help you. It might be appropriate to use me in the first sentence or at least one of the first sentences if you present yourself, but you can also use the
technique of reversing a word in pronunciation or adding an introductory element. to make the sentence sound more interesting. Here are some examples:I I'm writing to ask you to consider me for a position at your company because I'm an expert in communications technology. As a communications technology expert, I'm writing to ask you to consider me for
a position at your company. Landyn Lindsey 10 March 2020: What would be a good word to use at the beginning of a sentence instead of using the and I for a letter to work? Also, what would help me repeat myself less? Virginia Kearney (author) from the United States on February 14, 2020: Hi Ella, I wouldn't worry too much about the because such words are
not really directly interchangeable by another word. What I think you're having trouble with is using the same seed too often. When this happens, you need to think about other ways of referring to that person, place or thing. For example, a book could be replaced by a book title, or a phrase like what I'm reading, a novel, or just that. Ella Anderson February 12,
2020: I'm writing an essay and trying not to repeat ourselves. What is another word I can use for ̃the ̃?mia on January 04, 2020: thank you very much this website is very useful. Kelly Ann Christensen of Overland Park, Johnson County, Kansas December 30, 2019: Thanks for another informative, helpful article. Jerry L. Harrell Sr. December 24, 2019: Thank
you, I didn't know about this website even so anyone could learn to write anything. I'm going to start using this website to learn. I'm starting to write essays for school and magazines. Javier Martínez on November 10, 2019:Thank you for this useful website I'm from Spain and I'm doing my C1 English test next week and I'm pretty confident thanks to thisSam
Wally on October 23, 2019:Thank you, this was very helpful for one of my paragraph candidates on why I should choose for this role, thank you! Virginia Kearn on October 22, 2019:Thank you for helping me get a 30/30 on my writtingVirginia Kearney (author) from united states on October 18, 2019: If you have a few things you want to say about the
importance of inca roads, you can use these sentence starters:One of the reasons the Inca roads mattered is... Another importance of roads was... Third, the roads caused... Finally, the ultimate significance of the roads was... Virginia Kearn 18 October 2019:I m at school, we're talking about Inca roads and I've already talked about why the roads mattered, but
I do not know how to press my sentence with This is significant becauseUsput them in the 5th grade.☺Virginia Kearney (author) from the United States on October 16, 2019: Hi Madison, you can begin the conclusion with any of the following: in short, finally, the main point, in conclusion, the most important thing to remember, or obviously. Madison October
15, 2019: How do I begin my conclusion? Virginia Kearney (author) from the United States on October 14, 2019: Thank you for sharing my website. I have over 100 articles about writing. You can find them by searching on the website or simply type in the type of essay you spin in Google along with Sovaktion and VirginiaLynne and you should find what I wrote
on the subject. Virginia Kearney (author) from the United States on 14 October 2019: Hi Ali! I have over 100 essays to write English here about Sovacia. You can look at my profile for some of them or search by my name. Sharon Lopez of the Philippines 14 October 2019:O vo is such a useful piece and I am happy to have come across your article. Thank you.
Can't wait to see your other posts.yourfavlatina on October 13, 2019:this works really well thank you,help a lot I'll try to share with my friends about this website. But lan on October 12, 2019:Thank you so much I'm doing a letter with passages for my first English exam and this really helped and I'm Asian so I struggle a lot,Please post more tessi stuff thank
youformvsfunction on September 15, 2019:Unfortunately the language arts teachers my kids had from 6-10 grades were insignificant. Your clear and concise tips are very useful to my son - he struggles with the organization so he needs tools that can help him be a better writer communicator of his ideas. thank you - we will check all your posts!! Matilda6
August 28, 2019: Absolutely great for writing an essay thank you! Charlie August 09, 2019: This has helped through all my essays and very easy to understandprim on August 05, 2019:this website is really usefulNinja August 01, 2019:This is very useful and I really enjoyed this website and it was really easy to usesuhitha on July 25, 2019:It's really very
usefulAngela Y. Serrano Robles june 30, 2019 :Exactly what I was looking for. It was very useful. Paul boateng on June 18, 2019:This is very usefulHeaven June 06, 2019:It is so simple but useful at the same timelizzy June 03, 2019:I I just want to know more about writing a good essay. This is goodAnonymous on May 25, 2019: Very useful, thank you!
Ann_VAL 20 May 2019: Thank you very much for your help! This will help me make my essays better! I will use this website for years to come! Thank you,Ann_VALoffical_Daddy on April 29, 2019: Thank you so much that it helped me pass my report! It helped ALOT! John Wick 26 April 2019:Thank you YouNora 17 April 2019:Great help!! Thank you!!! Lubna
Shahnaz April 06, 2019: Very useful indeed. Virginia Kearney (author) from the United States on March 28, 2019: Hi Ariana, glad to hear that my article helped. I have 100+ articles on how to write. You can find them by looking at my profile page, owl home page, or Google my name and the topic you need help with. Ariana on March 27, 2019:Hello Ms.
Kearney,Thank you very much for creating this website! My essays are going to be a million times better now! Are there any other articles you'd recommend? I intend to read more than you! Thanks again,Ariana~*NightStorm*~ March 27, 2019: This has helped a lot! I raced against time to do my five-paragraph essay while the teacher was timing my class and I
clicked on it and my mind was wide open with a million ideas I could add. Amaria 21 March 2019:O it was great!! Selin on March 20, 2019: so helpful thanks! Spase on March 20, 2019:Thank you brilliant help!unknown on March 19, 2019:It was really helpful for this website and now and know what to start in a sentenceMathias Tommy on March 17, 2019:It is
very helpful in my essay writing and it improves my understanding too so I believe it will give more Hinta in writing. Thank you and God will bless you for this job. Shaymaa.alakbaree February 10, 2019: Thank you so much 10. 2018: These are very good sentences starters.zainab on November 19, 2018:i love this websiteJackie on November 14, 2018:Thank
you so much that this has helped my essays so much ;)deave on October 6, 2018:Thank you for your wonderful words and the way you fix it to understand. : )Mandisa Madonda on October 06, 2018:Thank you very much... These words really helped me... i'm a studentAndrew matenga on October 01, 2018:it is very helpfulEreta on September 17, 2018:Thank
you very much for that I am a student and after reading this I was um all I am say it's best❤❤❤❤feza byolenganya September 17, 2018:thank you for helping me .omar &amp; hana August 28, 2018:this is very usefulCassie August 12, 2018:This is very helpfulMuhammad Abdullah on July 09, 2018:Very effective and helpful thank you so much. Virginia
Kearney (author) from the United States on July 02, 2018: Hi Nicole - I have a lot of instructions on how to write articles. I suggest you start looking at my articles on how to write an argument essay on Sowlation. Google it and you'll find it. Nicole 01 July 2018: My son must write a 500-word essay on violence and influence. And yes, I've never written an essay
in my life. So you're not sure how to even start a word? Can someone please give me a thank you.evan 12 June 2018.:P He gave me ASaraFPU on 30 May 2018:O vaj article was summarized and useful :)Virginia Kearney (author) from the United States 06 May 2018:Hi Don't! I think your sentence would work, but it's a little hard to tell from the context of the
passage. However, I think it would be better if you said, Until, finally, Lindbergh arrived in Paris... OrFinally, Lindbergh made it to Paris... or the audience watched for hours until, finally, Lindbergh arrived in Pariz.Ne want to tell you my name... May 2018: Hi can I tell until Lindbergh finally arrives in Paris? Virginia Kearney (author) from the United States on April
27, 2018: How about an electrifying (or provocative) gastronomic event? OrHelen Davies1 on April 27, 2018: can you recommend an alternative to the words:sizzling experience (food review)Dilnoza on April 18, 2018: thank you million!!! Pipit on April 07, 2018: Thank you veryLovi on March 27, 2018:Thanks mate! helps lotuzy on March 21, 2018:thank you very
much! Steven on March 13, 2018:This is insightful, thank you so muchFuat on March 13, 2018:Thanks so much, Virginia.Virginia Kearney (author) from United States on March 12, 2018:Hi Fuat, I now understand your question more clearly. With the added information you provide here, I must say that especially not a good substitute for special. In dialogue or
quoting someone who speaks, I think it would be appropriate to use sentences I have a number of hobbies. I especially love swimming. However, in a formal written document, it is not really the correct form in American English. In particular, I like to swim is the correct phrase. Fuat on March 12, 2018: Thanks Virginia. And yet, in your patterns it is especially
related to the summer and when it is a warm day, while in my example it referred to swimming. So, again, can it be used instead of special - as in I have a number of hobbies. I especially like swimming. Thank you in advance. Virginia Kearney (author) from the United States on March 11, 2018 :D and this would be a good sentence you need something special
and the theme of me. These words would explain specifically when or what. Here are some samples:Especially in summer, I love On a very warm day, I like to swim. Fuat on March 11, 2018: Thank you very much, Virginia. So, would a sentence like I especially like swimming be correct? Virginia Kearney (author) of the United States on March 10, 2018: Hello
Fuat, these are words intended to help you start sentences with something other than just a theme. Some of these words act alone, and others should be put in a phrase. Especially one of those words. Here are some examples: Especially in summer, I like to take a walk in the woods. Especially when my daughter is nausing, I enjoy a quiet cup of tea and a
good novel. Especially nice is a hot summer day and a cold swim in the neighbor's pool. Fuat on March 10, 2018: Hello, Virginia. Thanks for this undoubtedly useful article. I would like to clarify something: the title of this material is the beginning of a sentence. Does this mean that the above words can be used at the beginning of a sentence? E.g. Can I start a
sentence with a special? Thank you in advance.logan Paul on March 01, 2018:thanks for thisWolffy on February 07, 2018:Thank you for that, I used this for my essay and I got A.cheyenne hartsfield 26. And take it out when I can. Prilum on January 19, 2018:A very effective and usefuland on January 18, 2018: Very niceExstremally usefulEspecially for meI I
hope others enjoyed it too. Thanks a lot. JC On January 16, 2018:I Now I can write a better essay, thanks to that. DJ JANUARY 10, 2018: THANKS FOR YOUR HELP BECAUSE I WAS REALLY IN TROUBLE TO DO ALL THE WORK!!!!!!!! Did!!!!!!!!
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